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Absolute reference frames are a means of describing the motion of plates on the surface of the Earth over
time, relative to a fixed point or “frame.” Multiple models of absolute plate motion have been proposed for
the Cretaceous–Tertiary period, however, estimating the robustness and limitations of each model remains
a significant limitation for refining both regional and global models of plate motion as well as fully integrated
and time dependent geodynamic models. Here, we use a novel approach to compare five models of absolute
plate motion in terms of their consequences for forward modelled deep mantle structure since at least
140 Ma. We show that the use of hotspots, either fixed or moving, or palaeomagnetics, with or without cor-
rections for true-polar wander, leads to significant differences in palaeo-plate velocities of over 10 cm/yr as
well as differences in the location of palaeo-plate boundaries of up to 30° in longitude and latitude. Further-
more, we suggest that first order differences in forward predicted mantle structure between the models are
due mostly to differences in palaeo-plate velocities, whereas variation in the location of plate boundaries may
contribute to smaller wavelength offsets. We present a global comparison of the absolute reference frames in
terms of mantle structure, which we have tomographically filtered to reflect the resolution of the seismic to-
mography model S20RTS. At very long wavelengths hotspot models best reproduce the mantle structure.
However, when geometry and the match of smaller-scale subducted slab volumes are compared, a hybrid
model based on moving hotspots after 100 Ma and palaeomagnetic data before (with no corrections for
true-polar wander), best reproduces the overall mantle structure of slab burial grounds, even though no sin-
gle model fits best at all mantle depths. We find also that the published subduction reference frame tested
here results in a modelled mantle structure that agrees well with S20RTS for depths >2500 km, equivalent
to subduction before the Cretaceous, but not for shallower depths. This indicates that a careful assimilation
of hotspot, palaeomagnetic and seismic tomography data into future absolute plate motion models is re-
quired to derive a more robust subduction reference frame.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Describing the motion of tectonic plates over geological time in-
cludes both relative motion and absolute motion. Much attention
has been focused on refining relative plate motion models, mainly be-
cause they are better constrained by geophysical and geological ob-
servations than absolute plate motions. However, the use of a robust
absolute reference frame is essential when plate motions are tied to
the history of mantle convection. An absolute reference frame repre-
sents a means of describing the motion of plates on the surface of the
Earth relative to a fixed reference frame, often the underlying mantle
or Earth's spin axis. The problem with absolute plate motion models is
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that the data andmethods used to create them do not necessarily result
in models that are consistent with the history of subduction as inter-
preted in the structure of the deep mantle.

Models of absolute reference frames can be based on several lines
of observations including hotspot tracks displaying age progression,
and assuming either fixed or moving hotspots, as well as
palaeomagnetically-based reference frames, with or without true
polar wander corrections, subduction reference frames and hybrids
of some or all the above. As a result, several absolute reference frames
for Cretaceous–Tertiary plate tectonic reconstructions have been pro-
posed. However, the use of such reference frames demands careful
consideration in terms of the limitations of given sets of observations
and the assumptions that are used to develop these absolute plate
motion models, and in particular, their consequences for deep-
mantle structure.

Alternative models of absolute reference frames imply a particular
history of subduction zone locations through time, as well as an
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associated history of plate velocities. These surface dynamics impart
effects on the location and timing of slab subduction and the evolu-
tion of mantle heterogeneity via the mixing of subducted material
with the mantle. Differences between the locations of subduction
margins through time and the locations of piles of subducted slabs
can, in part, be linked to a poor absolute reference frame from
which subduction zone locations through time are constrained (van
der Meer et al., 2010).

Global geodynamic models are aimed at linking plate tectonics
with mantle structure and require the construction of plate kinematic
models that result in a subduction history compatible with the ob-
served mantle structure. We examine the robustness of five absolute
plate motion models, in a geodynamic context, through the observed
distribution of slab material in the mantle (seismic tomography) ver-
sus that predicted by a forward geodynamic model. Surface kinemat-
ics are given by self-consistent plate-boundaries that follow the rules
of plate tectonics and observational constraints as to the geometry of
divergent and convergent plate boundaries, seafloor isochrons and
data constraining the initiation or cessation of subduction and sub-
duction polarity. By keeping all relative rotations and mantle convec-
tion parameters constant, we assess the fundamental differences that
alternative absolute plate motion models impart on geodynamic
models, and establish a framework for examining absolute plate mo-
tion in a mantle convection context.

2. Absolute reference frames

Some first-order constraints on absolute plate motion histories
since the Mid-Cretaceous are given by hotspot tracks with clear age
progressions (e.g. Müller et al., 1993; Norton, 1996), representing
plate motions over relatively stable upwellings in the mantle, such
as mantle plumes. Hotspots used for constraining absolute plate mo-
tion models may be regarded as fixed (Morgan, 1984; Wilson, 1963)
or moving (e.g. Steinberger, 2000). The use of hotspot tracks in con-
straining plate motions for geodynamic modelling demands a consid-
eration of mantle dynamics, especially upper mantle flow and the
temporal effects on hotspot motion (Davies and Davies, 2009;
Tarduno et al., 2009). However, numerical models considering
plume deflection are themselves subject to considerable uncer-
tainties. The absence of continuous hotspot trails prior to ~130 Ma,
eliminates their use in well-constrained absolute plate motion
models, and global reference frames for earlier times are usually
based on palaeomagnetic data.

Palaeomagnetic data are obtained via the remnant magnetism of
igneous or sedimentary rocks. However, they offer no longitudinal
constraints due to Earth's magnetic dipole field axial symmetry. Fur-
thermore, palaeomagnetic models are complicated by considerations
of true polar wander (TPW) (Steinberger and Torsvik, 2010), mean-
ing that the net motion caused by changing magnetic poles must be
isolated. This requires computations of relative rotations and mean
plate motion of all continents. The estimates of net motion are vari-
able and can lead to different magnitudes of the correction applied,
and therefore different models of TPW-corrected reference frames.
TPW has been shown to be relatively small in the last 100 Myrs
(Steinberger and Torsvik, 2008) even in studies of vigorous mantle
circulation (Schaber et al., 2009) owing to the effect of a large lower
mantle viscosity, and is therefore only applied to earlier times. A
new breed of hybrid absolute reference models has recently emerged
(Steinberger and Torsvik, 2008; Torsvik et al., 2008) using both hot-
spot and palaeomagnetic reference frames.

There has been previous work in comparing alternative absolute
reference frames in terms of surface kinematics, such as net litho-
sphere rotation (Torsvik et al., 2010). However, the consequences
for global deep mantle structure remain unknown. Here we compare
five published absolute plate motion models (Table S1), including
two hotspot models; a fixed hotspot model and a hybrid moving
and fixed hotspot model, and three other hybrid models; a hybrid
moving hotspot and palaeomagnetic model, a hybrid moving hotspot
and TPW-corrected palaeomagnetic model, and a hybrid subduction
reference frame.

2.1. Hybrid hotspot model

The “hybrid hotspot model” is based on moving African hotspots
(located in the Indian and Atlantic oceans) from 100 Ma to present
(O'Neill et al., 2005), and fixed hotspots (Müller et al., 1993) for
older times. The generation of a reference frame based on the differ-
ential motion of individual hotspot tracks requires a consideration
of backward-advected large-scale mantle flow based on seismic to-
mography, viscosity structure and plate motions, as well as the loca-
tion of plume conduit contact with the lithosphere (Torsvik et al.,
2010). Limitations of the O'Neill et al. (2005) method for moving hot-
spots include the linearity and reliability of age data along a hotspot
track, neo-volcanism, and possible plume–ridge interaction (O'Neill
et al., 2005; Torsvik et al., 2010).

2.2. Fixed hotspot model

This model is based on the geometry and radiometric age dates of
volcanic chains with age progression from the Indian and Atlantic
oceans, covering ages from ~132 Ma to present-day, combined with
a relative plate motion model and assuming hotspot fixity (Müller
et al., 1993). For consistency across models, imposed rotations for Af-
rica have been extrapolated back to 140 Ma. Compared to Pacific hot-
spots, Indo-Atlantic hotspots are thought to have moved considerably
less relative to each other. Prior to 80 Ma the rotations (including the
Indian, Australian and Antarctic plates) are based only on the geome-
try and age progression of the New England seamount chain and the
Walvis Ridge/Rio Grande Rise. Disagreements between hotspot and
palaeomagnetic reference frames have been documented for India
(Müller et al., 1994) and Australia (Idnurm, 1985), suggesting that
the mantle underlying the Indian Ocean may not have provided a
fixed reference frame. Palaeopoles for India from the Rajmahal
Traps (Das et al., 1996; Rao and Rao, 1996) result in a palaeo-
latitude of the traps at their time of formation (~117 Ma) at
47°S(±400 km), whereas the Müller et al. (1993) model places
them at 40°S(±400 km). A comparison of mid-Cretaceous
(122–80 Ma) palaeo-latitudes of North America (NAM) and Africa
from palaeomagnetic data with those from hotspot tracks (Van
Fossen and Kent, 1992) provided evidence for an 11–13° discrepancy,
indicating that Atlantic hotspots may have moved southwards be-
tween 100 and 130 Ma. However, others argue that this apparent
southward movement was caused by TPW (Prévot et al., 2000).

2.3. Hybrid moving hotspot and palaeomagnetic model

This model uses moving Indo-African hotspots from 100 Ma to
present (O'Neill et al., 2005) and a palaeomagnetic model (Torsvik
et al., 2008) between 140 and 100 Ma. Herein, this model is referred
to as the “hybrid palaeomagnetic model”. In this model Africa is lon-
gitudinally fixed from 140 to 100 Ma, the rationale of which is based
on the assumption that Africa has been surrounded by mid-ocean
ridges since the breakup of Pangea (Torsvik et al., 2008).

2.4. Hybrid moving hotspot and TPW-corrected palaeomagnetic model

This model also uses the moving Indo-African hotspots (O'Neill et
al., 2005) for times after 100 Ma and a TPW-corrected palaeomag-
netic framework (Steinberger and Torsvik, 2008) for earlier times.
This model also assumes zero longitudinal motion of Africa and will
be referred to as the “hybrid TPW-corrected model”.



Table 1
Mantle parameters for Terra models.

Parameter Value

Outer radius 6370 km
Inner radius 3480 km
Temp at surface 300 K
Temp at CMB 4200 K
Reference viscosity 1021 Pa s
Thermal conductivity 3.0 Wm−1 K−1

Thermal expansivity at surface 4.011×10−5 K−1

Thermal expansivity at CMB 1.256×10−5 K−1

Internal heating rate 6.0×10−12 W kg−1

Heat capacity 1.134×103 J kg−1 K−1

Rayleigh number ~109
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2.5. Subduction reference model

We also include a recently published model which used a novel
approach of correcting absolute plate motion based on the location
of subducted slabs in the mantle, slab sinking rates and the location
of surface subduction (van der Meer et al., 2010). This subduction ref-
erence model is based on the hybrid TPW-corrected model (O'Neill et
al., 2005; Steinberger and Torsvik, 2008), but imposes a slab correc-
tion for times older than 20 Ma. In theory this model provides im-
proved constraints on absolute plate motion because it does not
solely rely on hotspots or palaeomagnetic data. Instead van der
Meer et al. (2010) correlate geological data related to the initiation
or cessation of subduction at the surface to deep mantle structures,
using a total of 28 slabs imaged by p-wave tomography. They attempt
to relate the surface palaeo-position at key ages and the current depth
of subducted slabs to each other, assuming that slabs sink vertically.
They suggest that three well-imaged deep mantle anomalies are up
to 18° longitudinally skewed to the east at 160 Ma relative to previ-
ously published reconstructions. They correct this apparent misfit
by adding a time-dependent longitudinal shift to the hybrid TPW-
corrected model.

3. Integrated geodynamic models

The hierarchical nature of the global platecircuits means that the
absolute reference frame can be changed via a specific set of rotations
for the African Plate. We place these absolute rotations into a refer-
ence global rotation file (Müller et al., 2008) containing relative rota-
tions for all plates. All of these other plates are eventually linked to
the global reference system through Africa and therefore changing
the absolute motion of Africa will also change the location of all
other plates. The relative rotations by comparison, remain identical
for all plate models.

The only exception to this plate circuit is the Panthalassa Ocean
region (pre-Pacific configuration, comprising the Farallon, Phoenix
and Izanagi plates), which is more difficult to constrain because the
plates of Panthalassa were completely surrounded by subduction
zones prior to ~83.5 Ma. Therefore, before 83.5 Ma Panthalassa plates
cannot be directly related to the rotation of Africa (via Marie-Byrd
Land-Antarctica) and must be linked directly to an absolute reference
frame. For the five 140 Ma models we use stage rotations for the
plates within Panthalassa for times before 83.5 Ma from a plate
model WHK06 (Wessel et al., 2006). This also means that if the hot-
spots and subsequent rotations used in WHK06 were not fixed, then
the resulting motions of Panthalassa plates, and dependent plates,
may not be identical to the motion of those plates relative to the
spin axis. Furthermore, a major limitation is the lack of published con-
straints for the motion of plates within Panthalassa, especially for
times before 100 Ma when reconstructions for the Pacific are poorly
constrained. This uncertainty is relevant for imposed surface kine-
matics, including subduction, around the Pacific and therefore im-
poses limitations on our geodynamic models.

We utilize a set of topological plate boundaries (Gurnis et al.,
2012) which are coupled to a specific set of rotations for each abso-
lute plate motion model. These plate boundaries are imposed as
closed plate polygons in 1 Myr intervals using the global plate tecton-
ic reconstruction software GPlates (http://www.gplates.org; Boyden
et al., 2011). The polygons are delineated by plate boundaries, com-
prising subduction zones, mid-ocean ridges and transform bound-
aries. The model-specific global plate boundaries and associated
plate velocities at initial conditions are then imposed as time-
dependent surface boundary constraints.

We also include three additional geodynamic models (Table S2)
that have variable imposed surface plate motion from 200 Ma, also
initialized since 300 Ma. The first is a fixed hotspot model (Müller et
al., 1993) that keeps Africa fixed between 200 and 132 Ma as there
are no hotspot tracks with clear age progression in the Atlantic/Indian
oceans for times before 132 Ma and minimal absolute motion of Afri-
ca during this time period is also supported by other models
(Steinberger and Torsvik, 2008; Torsvik et al., 2008). The second is
the hybrid TPW-corrected model (O'Neill et al., 2005; Steinberger
and Torsvik, 2008) and the third is the subduction reference frame
(van der Meer et al., 2010). The inclusion of these forward geody-
namic models allows us to investigate the cause of lowermost mantle
heterogeneity, as we find that using our mantle parameters, a slab
subducted at 140 Ma is unlikely to have reached depths greater
than ~2600 km (see also, Section 4.2). These 200 Ma models differ
from the 140 Ma set as they incorporate an updated plate kinematic
model (Seton et al., in review) and use the WK08-G Wessel and
Kroenke (2008) absolute plate motion model for the Pacific for
times before 83.5 Ma. Some notable differences between models
WK08 and WHK06 are that WHK06 does not include the mid-
Pacific mountains as constraints, whereas WK08 does and the extinct
hotspot locations for the northern and southern Shatsky rises differ
slightly between models. While not the focus of this study, we dem-
onstrate a fundamental difference between the modelled circum-
Pacific mantle structure based on alternative absolute Pacific plate
motions inherent in these two published models.

We compute our mantle circulation models (MCMs) using the
parallel finite element TERRA code (Bunge et al., 1996, 1997; Oeser
et al., 2006). TERRA solves for the momentum and energy balance
at infinite Prandtl number (i.e. no inertial force) in a spherical
shell with global grid spacing of ~25 km. Compressibility effects
are incorporated in form of the anelastic liquid approximation. The
high numerical resolution allows us to model mantle flow at
Earth-like convective vigour, expressed by a thermal Rayleigh num-
ber of ~109 based on internal heating (e.g. Bunge et al., 1997). MCM
input parameters (Table 1) are equivalent to Schuberth et al.
(2009a).

Our MCMs assume a three-layer viscosity profile, identified as the
lithosphere, upper mantle and lower mantle, separated at 100 and
650 km depth. The assigned viscosities are 1023, 1021 and 1023 Pas,
respectively. The effects of phase transitions on mantle flow dynamics
are not included in our simulations. Our choice of mechanical bound-
ary conditions is free-slip at the CMB (the core supports no shear-
stress), while velocities at the surface are specified in accordance
with the plate motion models. Temperature is kept constant at the
surface (300 K) and CMB (4200 K), with the CMB temperature chosen
to yield global mantle flow with strong plume flux (Bunge, 2005). A
dynamic regime dominated by thermal structure provides a good
match to seismic tomography in terms of heterogeneity strength
(Schuberth et al., 2009a) and radial profiles (Styles et al., 2011). The
unknown initial conditions of mantle heterogeneity are approximat-
ed by running convection from 300 Ma with global plate configura-
tions fixed to the oldest available reconstruction of each absolute
plate motion model so as to generate a quasi steady thermal state
(Bunge et al., 2002).

http://www.gplates.org
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The modelled geodynamic mantle heterogeneity for each of the
absolute plate models can be compared to seismic tomography. To
this end we map MCM thermal structure into corresponding elastic
shear velocity anomalies, taking advantage of a published thermody-
namically self-consistent model of mantle mineralogy in the CFMAS
(CaO–FeO–MgO–Al2O3–SiO2) system (Stixrude and Lithgow-
Bertelloni, 2005, 2007). A pyrolite bulk composition is considered,
consistent with our assumption of whole mantle flow, when we con-
vert the pressure-temperature condition at each model grid point to
its corresponding shear velocity.

An important element in the analysis of MCM heterogeneity is the
resolving power of seismic tomography (Mégnin et al., 1997), which
affects the spectral characteristics of mantle structure especially in re-
gions of poor ray coverage (Bunge and Davies, 2001). We follow
Schuberth et al. (2009b) and consider the effects of uneven data cov-
erage and damping inherent in model S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999,
2004) by “tomographically filtering” our MCMs to S20RTS, that is
we multiply the geodynamic mantle structure with the resolution op-
erator R of S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 2007). As we are focused on com-
paring long-wavelength features, we find the published workflow
using S20RTS to be appropriate for our study. The tomographically fil-
tered MCMsmatch S20RTS in terms of the magnitude of seismic shear
velocity variations (Schuberth et al., 2009b).

To further quantitatively describe differences in predictions of
mantle structure for each absolute reference frame at a given depth,
we correlate locations of subducted material predicted by our tomo-
graphically filtered MCMs. The slab structures, represented as closed
polygons in map view at a given depth, are derived from contours
from a particular seismic velocity perturbation e.g. 0.5%, for each of
the datasets i.e. S20RTS versus each of the seismically filtered geody-
namic models. The quality of fit is based on intersecting the seismic
velocity polygons and the filtered geodynamic model polygons in
spherical coordinates and considers two performance measures,
assessing both the accuracy of the fit, and the fit residual respective-
ly (Further methodology in SOM). This is then used to generate
rankings for each of the models as compared to S20RTS. We apply
this technique both globally and regionally, at a range of depths
and contour values.We note that the regional comparisons in partic-
ular may be affected by the fact that we neglect certain aspects
important for mantle dynamics; a more realistic rheology or includ-
ing the dynamic effects of phase transition may change the exact lo-
cation and shape of structures (on the order of tens to a few 100 kms
at most). However, we modify our predictions to reflect the long-
wavelength nature of tomography on the order of ~1000 km, so
that more realistic flow models will likely not give very different
results.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Plate polygons and velocities

A crucial element to forcing slab subduction of MCMs is through
the imposition of surface plate velocities and subduction boundaries.
At 200/140 Ma, the surface plate velocities and subduction zone loca-
tions serve as initial conditions for our geodynamic models and are
therefore first-order drivers in the lowermost mantle heterogeneity.
Between 200/140 and 100 Ma, alternative absolute plate motion
models display significant differences in imposed rotations and there-
fore the greatest variation in imposed surface kinematics. In contrast,
between 100 and 0 Ma the plate rotations for alternative absolute ref-
erence frames are identical, with the exception of the fixed hotspot
and subduction reference models.

Changes in absolute reference frame hold three main implications
for surface constraints in our MCMs, (1) plate velocity magnitude, (2)
plate velocity direction and (3) plate boundary location, especially
subduction zones (Figs. 1–3). These variables determine the amount,
rate and location of slab subduction in the mantle as predicted by our
MCMs. Global velocity vectors computed for each plate at initial con-
ditions (Figs. 1, 2), illustrate significant differences in velocity magni-
tude and direction between the models.

Surface kinematics at 140 Ma (Figs. 1, 3) contrast the hotspot
models (fixed and hybrid hotspot models) and the hybrid models
(hybrid palaeomagnetic, hybrid TPW-corrected and subduction refer-
ence models). This is unsurprising considering that at this time the
hotspot models are based on similar datasets, namely the African hot-
spots, whereas the remaining models are based on palaeomagnetic
data. For instance, in the eastern Pacific, the hotspot models show
an oblique but largely convergent margin between the overriding
North and South America plates and the subducting Farallon and
Phoenix plates. By contrast, the hybrid models display relatively
more oblique convergence along the eastern Pacific margin. For in-
stance, the NAM and Farallon plates at 140 Ma are travelling in a sim-
ilar northerly direction, while the South American (SAM) margin is
weakly divergent in a north to north–east direction. In particular,
the hybrid palaeomagnetic model shows NAM and SAM travelling at
a faster velocity, over 10 cm/yr, than the adjacent oceanic plates,
~8 cm/yr. The same trend is predicted at 200 Ma (Fig. 2) comparing
the fixed hotspot model with the hybrid TPW and subduction models.
Such oblique convergence dynamics at these subduction boundaries
would lead to reduced volumes and rates of slab subduction, com-
pared to the hotspot models.

Another major area of discrepancy between the velocities of the
models at 200 and 140 Ma is Eurasia. At 140 Ma, the hotspot and
the subduction reference models predict similar velocities to each
other (~1 cm/yr), in an overall southerly direction, whereas the hy-
brid palaeomagnetic and TPW-corrected models predict an east–
southeast motion. In particular, the hybrid palaeomagnetic model
shows fast velocities (in excess of 9 cm/yr). These observations also
hold implications for the amount and age-depth correlation of sub-
ducted slabs under Eurasia. Similarly, at 200 Ma, the hybrid TPW-
corrected and subduction models predict faster velocities for the
Eurasian plate than the fixed hotspot model.

A comparison of the relative positions of global plate boundaries
illustrates the effect of different absolute plate rotations (Fig. 3). As
expected, the 140 Ma hybrid palaeomagnetic and TPW-corrected
models are relatively similar in plate boundary location, with an off-
set of no more than 5–10° in either longitude or latitude. The hotspot
models are also similar to each other with up to 5–10° offset in longi-
tude or latitude. Comparing the hotspots against hybrids, there are
offsets in the equatorial and mid-latitudes of up to 15° in latitude
and 10° longitude. In the higher latitudes, the longitudinal offset be-
tween these models is greater, with up to 60° variation in longitude
(>3000 km). These discrepancies are particularly important for sub-
duction zone boundaries through time, as they determine the loca-
tion of slab emplacement and the resultant temperature distribution
throughout the mantle.

While there are significant offsets in longitude between all
models, the plate boundaries of the subduction reference frame are
particularly different, with up to 5–30° offset from the other absolute
reference frames. Even though the rotations are based on the hybrid
TPW-corrected model, the correction of longitude according to
lower mantle slab location has led to large shifts in plate boundary
longitude.

Some of the largest discrepancies in plate-boundary locations at
both 200 and 140 Ma are around the Pacific margin. For instance,
along the NAM and southwest Pacific subduction margins there is
an offset of ~30° longitude between the models, and the northwest
Pacific margin shows an offset of up to ~60° longitude (>3000 km).
There is also a significant north–south offset between the models
along the southern Eurasian margin of up of ~20°. In particular, this
margin appears to contrast the hotspot models against the hybrid
models.



Fig. 1. Comparison of global plate boundaries and plate velocities with associated age grids for the five absolute reference frame models at 140 Ma initial conditions. The age-grids
were calculated using time-dependent synthetic isochrons rotated according to the absolute plate motion model.
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4.2. Mantle sinking rates

Based on our geodynamic model setup with an upper/lower man-
tle viscosity contrast of 100 and the governing equations of mantle
flow, we can relate the depth of slab material from our geodynamic
models to a particular age of subduction. Furthermore, the use of a
radial increase in viscosity leads to the subducted slabs sinking sub-
vertically. We find that sinking velocities in the upper mantle are typ-
ically 5 cm/yr and those in the lower mantle do not exceed
1.5–2 cm/yr. Using these values we find that subducted material at
~2000 km depth corresponds to a subduction age of 100 Myrs, at
~2600 km to 140 Myrs and at the CMB to ~160 Myrs. The global cor-
relation of filtered model output to tomography model S20RTS (Fig. 7,
subpanel f) illustrates that the mantle-averaged correlation of the
models diverges below ~1800–2000 km depth. We interpret this di-
vergence to correspond to the depth where the absolute plate mo-
tions differ the most i.e. times older than 100 Ma.

The greatest variation in absolute reference frames occurs be-
tween 200/140 and 100 Ma, and we therefore expect that as depth in-
creases so will variation in mantle structure. We find, however, that
the initialization process has some impact on the structure of the en-
tire mantle, even at relatively shallow depths associated with more
recent times of subduction, when the surface kinematics across the
models are similar. Additionally, it must be considered that due to ini-
tialization we only vary surface kinematics for the five 140 Mamodels
for times younger than 140 Ma. Therefore, to interpret the geody-
namic structure of slabs with ages older than ~100–140 Ma (depths
below 2093–2550 km), we primarily use the 200 Mamodels. Notably,
when we compare palaeo-plate boundaries at 200 Ma from the TPW-
corrected model to those at 140 Ma (Fig. 3) we find that the location
of subduction zones along NAM and SAM is largely stable, whereas lo-
cations such as southern Eurasia and the western Pacific are highly
variable, with 15–30° difference in longitude and latitude.

4.3. Mantle heterogeneity structure

High temperature contrasts (on the order of several hundred de-
grees Kelvin) (Figures S3, S4) demonstrate that the thermal heteroge-
neity of our forward modelled lower mantle is a function of variable
surface constraints (Figs. 1–3). To best compare our modelled mantle
heterogeneity we have tomographically filtered the geodynamic
model output for each absolute reference frame (Figs. 4, 5). The raw
output, displaying thermal mantle structure, can be found in the
SOM (Figures S3–S6).



Fig. 2. Comparison of global plate boundaries and plate velocities with associated age grids for the three absolute reference frame models at 200 Ma initial conditions. Note that at
200 Ma the plates within Panthalassa are tied to the absolute reference frame via Africa from 200 to 190 Ma.
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Forward predicted mantle structure from 1875 to 2550 km (Fig. 4)
for the 140 Ma models differs significantly between the absolute ref-
erence frames in two main regions, namely, the eastern and western
margins of the Pacific. Along the eastern Pacific margin, the hotspot
models both predict significant amounts of subducted slab material
under NAM and SAM. There is, however, a break in slab material at
30–40°S, which can be accounted for by the subduction of the Faral-
lon–Phoenix mid-ocean ridge. In contrast, the hybrid models (hybrid
palaeomagnetic, TPW-corrected and subduction reference) predict
minimal slab material in this entire region under NAM and SAM
(from ~20°N–40°S). This can be attributed to the relative velocities
between the overriding NAM and SAM plates relative to the subduct-
ing Farallon and Phoenix plates (Figs. 1, 2). As noted in Fig. 1, the obli-
que convergence along this boundary would lead to reduced volumes
and rates of subducted oceanic lithosphere. The overall mantle struc-
ture in this region as imaged by S20RTS appears to better match that
predicted by the hotspot models.

Across the western Pacific, the modelled pattern is more variable.
However, the hotspot models predict greater volumes of slab materi-
al, especially in the eastern regions of Eurasia, whereas the hybrid
palaeomagnetic model predicts the least amount of slab material
under eastern and central Eurasia. This is also evident in the temper-
ature output (Figure S3). The predictions of mantle heterogeneity can
loosely group the absolute reference frames into two distinct groups;
the hotspot models, and the hybrid models.

It is interesting that under the eastern Pacific, where the locations
of plate boundaries are shown to be themost stable between 200 and
140 Ma (Fig. 3), there are significant differences in slab heterogene-
ity as predicted with the five 140 Ma models. By contrast, regions
where plate boundaries are the most variable through time, such as
under the northwestern Pacific, show more subtle differences in
mantle structure. In other words, while the location of slab material
is variable within a given region, the presence of slab material at all
is a significant difference between the models. This suggests that
first order differences in forward predicted mantle structure are
due mostly to palaeo-plate velocities rather than plate boundary
location.

Unlike the 140 Ma models, the heterogeneity of the lower mantle
(1875–2791 km) from all three 200 Ma models shows significant ac-
cumulations of slab material under NAM and SAM. This can be attrib-
uted to the use of the WK08 132–144 Ma absolute stage rotation for
modelling Pacific absolute motion prior to 144 Ma, resulting in con-
vergence dynamics along this margin between 200 and 140 Ma that
are dramatically different from using the WHK06 model. The result-
ing slab heterogeneity matches the mantle structure in this region
as observed by S20RTS substantially better, suggesting WK08 is a
more appropriate reference model thanWHK06 for modelling the ab-
solute motion of the Pacific and adjacent plates for times before
100 Ma. This result highlights that our approach allows us to use for-
ward geodynamic modelling of lower mantle structure to test abso-
lute reference frames for the Pacific that are ill-constrained from
hotspot track data alone.

The two main anomalously hot regions throughout the mantle
under central Pacific and Africa across all models can be interpreted
as related to the Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces. Their generation
in all of our geodynamic models, which are initialized with a random
mantle temperature field and imposed surface kinematics, suggests
that these features are mantle-convection and/or subduction generat-
ed rather than solely post bollide impact reservoirs of mantle hetero-
geneity (Burke et al., 2008; Tolstikhin and Hoffmann, 2005). While
our models are dominated by changes in mantle temperature, it is
possible that these structures represent compositional heterogeneity
e.g. thermo-chemical piles. Furthermore, the 200 Ma models predict
slab material further towards the centre of Panthalassa compared to
the 140 Ma models, despite no imposed subduction boundaries exist-
ing that far west during the last 200 Myrs. This is an interesting obser-
vation, suggesting that flow dynamics may contribute to anomalously
displaced slab material, and that a plate boundary at the surface is not
necessarily required to produce such deep mantle structure offset
from known convergent boundaries (van der Meer et al., 2010).
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Fig. 3. The 140 Ma models: (a) Locations of reconstructed palaeo-plate boundaries for the five absolute plate motion models at initial 140 Ma conditions centred on the African
Plate, which is shaded grey for the hybrid hotspot model. (b) Comparison of palaeo-plate boundaries from just the fixed hotspot and hybrid palaeomagnetic models, with African
continent shaded for comparison. The 200 Ma models: (c) Locations of reconstructed palaeo-plate boundaries for the three absolute plate motion models at 200 Ma initial condi-
tions centred on the Gondwana Plate, which is shaded grey for the fixed hotspot model. (d) as with (c) but with African continent shaded for comparison. Both sets: (e) Comparison
of palaeo-plate boundaries at 140 Ma from the hybrid palaeomagnetic and hybrid TPW-corrected models, and the TPW-corrected model at 200 Ma. See inset for legend.
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4.4. Regional comparison

While we have established that the longitudinal and latitudinal
positioning of global palaeo-plate boundaries are highly variable
according to absolute reference frame (Fig. 3), the discrepancies
across major subduction zones provide the most interesting regional
comparison between absolute reference frames. The western NAM
and southern Eurasian margins are long-lived subduction zones and
show significant longitudinal and latitudinal differences in both the
location of plate-boundaries and forward-predicted mantle structure
according to absolute reference frame used.

The eastward-dipping Farallon slab is consistently imaged
across various P and S-wave tomography models as well as our
MCMs (Fig. 6). The correlation of the Farallon slab as imaged by
seismic tomography is arguably best reproduced to the first-order
by the (200 Ma) fixed hotspot model, and to a lesser extent, the hy-
brid TPW-corrected model. The Farallon slab in these models ap-
pears to better capture the geometry and overall location of the
equivalent tomography slab, despite being offset in depth and/or
longitude. The offset in depth may be accounted for by the viscosity
profile imposed, and therefore associated slab sinking rates, where-
as the longitudinal offset may be accounted for by the absolute ref-
erence frame. The 140 Ma hotspot models also show a good
correlation of the Farallon slab (Figure S7). Our results suggest
that the constraints on palaeo-longitude applied from hotspot
models are reasonable.

By contrast, the Farallon slab as modelled in the subduction refer-
ence model and the 140 Ma hybrid models (Figure S7) are offset to
the west compared to tomography. With the exception of the subduc-
tion model, this longitudinal offset in the mantle is at odds to the lo-
cation of the palaeo-plate boundary locations at 140 Ma (Fig. 3),
whereby the hybrid models are located further east than the hotspot
models. This again suggests that palaeo-plate boundary location is not
the main driver in lower mantle slab heterogeneity but rather surface
plate velocities and subduction zone evolution. The offset of the sub-
duction reference model to tomography suggests that the longitudi-
nal corrections it applies are perhaps too great for times after 140 Ma.

The surface location of the southern Eurasian plate boundary at
initial conditions (Fig. 3), shows a latitudinal contrast between the
hotspot models and the hybrid palaeomagnetic and TPW-corrected
models of up to 15°. The subduction reference frame boundary retains
a comparable latitude to the hybrid models, but is offset further west.
While this latitudinal offset is not particularly evident in the vertical
cross-sections through this margin for the 200 Ma models (Fig. 6), it
is modelled in the 140 Ma models (Figure S7). This latitudinal slice
also images the stalling of slabs in the hotspot models at approxi-
mately 1800 km depth. By contrast the hybrid models image signifi-
cantly more material in the lowermost mantle, and are located
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Fig. 4. Tomographically filtered forward model output from 1875 km (~90 Ma), 2093 km (~100 Ma), and 2550 km (~140 Ma) for the five 140 Ma absolute reference frame models
and S20RTS tomography model, with present-day coastlines imposed for reference. 0.5% seismic velocity perturbation is contoured in black for each subplot. Positive seismic anom-
alies (blue) are inferred to represent subducted slab remnants. Thick black lines in bottom subfigure denote the location of the vertical slices in Fig. 6. Note, the relative absence of
subducted material beneath South America in the hybrid models (hybrid palaeomagnetic, TPW-corrected and subduction reference frame).
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further towards the south. This arguably matches tomography better
than the hotspot models, especially in the lower mantle. This discrep-
ancy suggests that the hotspot models are not as well constrained in
latitude, especially for times older than ~80 Ma.

4.5. Correlation to seismic tomography

To further investigate the differences between the MCMs and seis-
mic tomography we apply two correlation techniques. The first uses
spherical harmonics, and shows that most significant differences in
modelled mantle thermal structure between the absolute reference
frames occur on the largest hemispherical scales i.e. spherical har-
monic degrees 1–3, which correspond to a wavelength of resolved
features from ~6600 to 20,000 km in width. At these harmonic de-
grees for the 140 Ma models, the fixed hotspot model (Fig. 7) shows
the highest degree of correlation to S20RTS, particularly in the
upper mantle between 300 and 1500 km depth (0 to ~60 Myrs of
subduction). The subduction reference frame shows an intermediate
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Fig. 5. Tomographically filtered forward model output from 1875 km (~90 Ma), 2093 km (~100 Ma), 2550 km (~140 Ma) and 2791 km (~200 Ma) for the three 200 Ma absolute
reference frame models and S20RTS tomography model, with present-day coastlines imposed for reference. 0.5% seismic velocity perturbation is contoured in black for each
subplot.
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degree of correlation for the upper mantle, but decreases sharply be-
tween 2000 and 2791 km depth. By contrast, the 200 Ma fixed
hotspot and TPW-corrected models (Fig. 8) show a similar depth-
correlation trend to each other. Notably, the subduction reference
frame improves significantly in the lower mantle (below ~2000 km
depth) predicting a superior performance compared to the other
two models. These observations, however, are only globally averaged
and do not provide information as to the azimuth of these discrepan-
cies i.e. longitude or latitude, or about their regional distribution.
Fig. 6. Vertical slice through North America (30°N) and southern Eurasia (80°E) (see Fig. 4 fo
deviation (black line), superimposed with the −300 K temperature perturbation contour as
for legend.
As an alternative analysis we investigate the area of intersecting
polygons derived from seismic tomography and each of the seismical-
ly filtered models (Figure S8). Using this technique, we find that at a
given depth, the fit score rankings are highly dependent on the
threshold/contour values used e.g. 0.5% seismic perturbation (Figures
S8, S9, Tables 2, 3, S3–S18). Figure S8 shows that the wavelengths of
subducted slabs captured across these thresholds (e.g. range of
~200–4000 km at 0.5% perturbation) are much smaller than the 1–3
spherical harmonics wavelengths. As expected, as the threshold
r locations) from Grand's (2002) tomography model contoured at 0.5% seismic velocity
predicted by the three forward geodynamic models from 200 Ma (Figure S6), see inset
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increases, polygon area in both the geodynamic and tomography
models decreases, and therefore the probability of intersection de-
creases, resulting in a lower fit score.

Using the global analysis (Fig. 9, Table 2) for the 140 Ma models,
we find that at shallower depths i.e. 1445–2093 km, corresponding
to times younger than 100 Ma, the hotspot, hybrid palaeomagnetic
and TPW-corrected models cannot be easily distinguished. This may
be expected considering these models impose the same, or similar,
rotations for times after 100 Ma. Additionally, the correlation of the
two hotspot models is very similar at global scales, suggesting that
the motion of hotspots implicit in the O'Neill et al. (2005) model
over the last 100 Myrs is not sufficiently different from a fixed hotspot
model to result in significant differences in modelled mantle struc-
ture up to degree and order 20, which is what we consider here. How-
ever, it can be argued that the hybrid palaeomagnetic model
generally outperforms the other models in fit score averaged value
(Table 2) whereby it shows the highest correlation across all three av-
eraged depth ranges. The global analysis for the 200 Ma models
(Fig. 10, Table 3) suggests that the hybrid TPW-corrected/moving
hotspot model, and the fixed hotspot model to a lesser extent, are
more appropriate for shallower depths (less than 90 Ma), whereas
the subduction reference is most appropriate for times older than
140 Ma.

In addition to the global analysis, we focus our polygon intersec-
tion analysis on the mantle beneath the long-lived subduction zones
of NAM and southern Eurasia (Figures S11–14, Tables S7–S18). For
the 140 Ma models, the subduction reference frame performs poorly
compared to the remaining models, which cannot be easily distin-
guished. These depths, associated with subduction after 140 Ma sug-
gest that the longitudinal correction applied by van der Meer et al.
(2010) is too large, at least for these times. We note that while per-
forming poorly for more recent times, the subduction reference
model yields good results for lower mantle depths under Eurasia for
both the 140 and 200 Ma models (Figures S12,S14). This suggests
that constructing subduction reference frames by combining palaeo-
magnetic data with the geometry of subducted slabs provides a
promising avenue for modelling the absolute motions of plates and
plate boundaries for times where hotspot tracks are sparse or absent.

5. Conclusions

Our comparison of five alternative absolute plate motion models
in terms of their consequences for deep mantle structure shows that
there are notable differences in predicted mantle heterogeneity be-
tween different absolute plate motion models across a range of wave-
lengths. At long wavelengths (spherical harmonic degrees 1–3; or
features up to 20,000 km in width) the hotspot models best repro-
duce the mantle structure. We suggest that the cause for the differ-
ences between plate models at the largest wavelengths is mostly
due to differences in plate velocity. Furthermore, we find that
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initialization conditions i.e. 200 vs 140 Ma hold first-order implica-
tions for mantle structure. We demonstrate that the use of a particu-
lar absolute reference frame for the Pacific holds significant
implications for mantle heterogeneity. We find that the mantle struc-
ture modelled with a WK08 Pacific absolute reference frame is better
correlated to S20RTS than WK06 in terms of eastern Panthalassa sub-
duction dynamics.

When geometry and correlation of smaller-scale slab volumes are
compared (less than 4000 km in width), the hybrid palaeomagnetic
model (from the 140 Ma set) best reproduces the overall mantle
structure of slab burial grounds, even though no single model fits
best at all mantle depths. Differences in predicted plate boundary lo-
cation may drive smaller wavelength offsets in modelled mantle
structure as compared to other the absolute reference frames as
well as to seismic tomography. We find the hybrid palaeomagnetic
model to be the most robust absolute plate motion model compared
to S20RTS at the wavelengths of subducted slabs and across most
depths.
Table 2
Analysis of fit scores for the 0.5% contour for each of the five 140 Ma geodynamic
models to S20RTS, globally averaged across three different depth ranges roughly corre-
sponding to the time periods that reflect important changes in absolute plate motion
rotations. Ranked according to the fit score for the 70–140 Ma period (first column).

70–140 Ma
(1445–2550 km)

70–90 Ma
(1445–1875 km)

100–140 Ma
(2093–2550 km)

Hybrid palaeomag 0.28 0.35 0.23
Fixed hotspot 0.26 0.30 0.22
Hybrid hotspot 0.25 0.29 0.22
Subduction 0.23 0.23 0.23
Hybrid TPW 0.22 0.30 0.16
While the azimuthal coherence of the geodynamic models to
S20RTS is poorly resolved and only discernible in the regional studies,
we find that the hotspot models better reconstruct longitude than lat-
itude, but only for times more recent than ~80 Ma. Such trends are
less obvious in the hybrid models. However, the hybrid palaeomag-
netic model is arguably better matched to S20RTS under Eurasia
than under NAM suggesting it is better in latitude than longitude.
This reflects the relative certainty from which palaeo-latitude is de-
rived from palaeomagnetic data. Geodynamic modelling presents an
independent means of testing palaeo-longitudes and latitudes, espe-
cially in the context of hotspot motion. Future studies of absolute
plate motion should endeavor to incorporate such observations.

The consistent offset of the subduction reference frame to both
seismic tomography and the other absolute reference frames, espe-
cially in longitude (e.g. under NAM) and for the upper mantle, sug-
gests that the longitudinal corrections applied to this model are too
great, for at least the last 140 Myrs. However, its improved perfor-
mance in the lowermost mantle and in the 200 Ma models is strong
evidence for its usefulness in plate models for times older than
140 Ma. We suggest that a combination of palaeomagnetics and
Table 3
Analysis of fit scores for the 0.5% contour for the three 200 Ma geodynamic models to
S20RTS, globally averaged across three different depth ranges roughly corresponding
to the time periods that reflect important changes in absolute plate motion rotations.
Ranked according to the fit score for the 70–200 Ma period (first column).

70–200 Ma
(1445–2791 km)

70–90 Ma
(1445–1875 km)

100–200 Ma
(2093–2791 km)

Fixed hotspot 0.33 0.30 0.35
Hybrid TPW 0.32 0.35 0.30
Subduction 0.29 0.19 0.37
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hotspots (for times after 100 Ma), together with geodynamic model-
ling, including inverse approaches for improved initial conditions
(Bunge et al., 2003; Liu and Gurnis, 2008), to be used to construct
an improved subduction reference frame.
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Supplementary data to this article can be found online at doi:10.
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A set of rotations and topologically closed plate polygons for the
five alternative reference frames back to 140 Ma can be downloaded
from ftp.earthbyte.org/papers/Shephard_etal_abs_ref_frames.
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